Applicant Name: Hoosier Broadband

Public Notice Submissions

-----Service Area: Shelby

Submitter: TDS Telecom

Comment: TDS Telecom offers 3Mbps broadband service within the applicants proposed service area and provides broadband service to customers pursuant to the NOFA definitions.

-----Service Area: Hendricks

Submitter: TDS Telecom

Comment: TDS Telecom offers 3Mbps broadband service within the applicants proposed service area and provides broadband service to customers pursuant to the NOFA definitions.

Submitter: Clay County Rural Telephone Cooperative dba Endeav

Comment: Clay County Rural Telephone Cooperative dba Endeavor Communications currently provides broadband services to a populated portion of the area that the Applicant has incorrectly classified as "Unserved". This is simply incorrect. In fact, in 2008/2009 Endeavor Communications rebuilt the entire Coatesville exchange with fiber to the premise. Endeavor Communications currently offers internet connectivity speeds of 6 Meg to 100% of our Coatesville exchange. Please reject the Applicant's proposal as it is completely inaccurate and does not meet the criteria established by NTIA and RUS.

Submitter: Smithville Telephone Company, Inc.

Comment: The city of Lizton, Indiana is part of a wirecenter served by Smithville Telephone Company, Inc. All of the city of Lizton and surrounding area residents have access to Broadband at 3 Megabits. It is not an area that is unserved, and the information filed about Hendricks County, Indiana by Hoosier
Broadband is false. Smithville has 539 Residential Subscribers and 71 Business Subscribers in this service area. Of these 610 customers, 116 have DSL service. In most of its service areas, Smithville Telephone serves about 75% of the households.

Submitter: Bright House Networks, LLC

Comment: In support of NTIA and RUS' efforts to optimize the distribution of the scarce resources available under the ARRA Broadband NOFA, Bright House Networks is providing additional data related to this Applicant's planned service areas. This application includes service areas which are not underserved.

-----Service Area: Montgomery

Submitter: TDS Telecom

Comment: TDS Telecom offers 3Mbps broadband service within the applicants proposed service area and provides broadband service to customers pursuant to the NOFA definitions.

-----Service Area: Henry

Submitter: Hancock Telecom

Comment: Hancock Rural Telephone Corp (d/b/a Hancock Telecom) is a rural ILEC and RUS borrower. Cadiz and Sulphur Springs are both in one of Hancock's 3 exchanges. Residents in Cadiz and Sulphur Springs are capable of receiving broadband. In 2009, Hancock began overbuilding fiber to the home in the Sulphur Springs area which will ultimately allow speeds up to 100 Meg. The CLEC subsidiary of Hancock Telecom has previously overbuilt the Towns of Kennard, Knightstown and Shirley which has enabled Hancock's CLEC to offer ubiquitous broadband service to the residents of these three towns.